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Cylinders in Riemann surfaces

BURTON RANDOL

Suppose S is a compact Riemann surface, with a metric of constant curvature
— 1. Let y be a simple closed géodésie on S of length Ly. Then for small d, the

family of géodésie segments of length 2d, perpendicular to and centered on 7,

sweeps out a région homeomorphic to a cylinder. As d is enlarged, it must

eventually happen that two endpoints from this family of segments intersect. Let
do>0 be the smallest value of d for which this occurs. Setting d d0, and

removing the envelope of the endpoints, we shall refer to the resulting set as the

cylinder about 7, and dénote it by Cy. Note that Cy is topologically an open
cylinder, and has the property that any curve emanating from 7 and of length less

than d0 must lie wholly within Cy.

Now it can be shown (cf. [3]) that given c>0, there exists c'>0 such that

Ly<c implies Area (Cy)>cf. The techniques in [3] involve fine points in the

theory of canonical fundamental domains and moduli for certain types of discon-
tinuous groups, as well as substantial computation. Because of the interest of the

resuit, it seems worthwhile to présent an alternative, somewhat more géométrie
approach to the theorem, which at the same time leads to an improved resuit.

Remarks

1. It is possible to give examples to show that Area (Cy) may become

arbitrarily small if Ly becomes large (cf. the end of this paper).
2. (Cf. [3]). The resuit implies that d0 is large when Ly is small. In particular,

if 7V 7 is a simple closed géodésie intersecting 7, then a portion of 7' must pass

through Cy, so that Ly and Ly, cannot simultaneously be small.
3. Substantial interest has recently centered on small eigenvalues for the

Laplacian on S [1], [5], [6], [8], [9]. Using the fact that small Ly implies large dQ,

one can in some cases construct test functions for \x on S for which the Dirichlet
intégral is small relative to the L2 norm. A program of this sort is carried out in
[9], in which it is shown, among other things, that if Ly is small and 7 séparâtes S,

then Àj must be small. We remark that the construction in [8] also leads to
eigenvalues of arbitrarily small size.

4. It would be interesting to détermine the extent to which results of this type
hold for surfaces of variable négative curvature.
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We will prove the following resuit:

THEOREM

Area(Cy)>2LYcsch-rï.

Proof. At d d0, one or both of the following events must take place:

1. The endpoints of two segments emanating from the same side of y meet.
2. The endpoints of two segments emanating from opposite sides of y meet.

Assume that # 1 occurs. Let g be a path composed of two such segments.
Now the two segments must join smoothly at their intersection, for if they did not,
the point of intersection would look locally like Figure 1.

If we modify g near the intersection in the manner indicated in Figure 2, and
call the resuit g*, it is évident by the triangle inequality that the length of g* is

strictly less than that of g. It follows that g* is wholly contained in CT, and

together with one of the arcs of 7 Connecting its base-points, bounds a

simply-connected quadrilatéral. Thus, the attachment to this quadrilatéral at its

top of a small triangle congruent to the triangle in Figure 2 results in a géodésie
triangle, the sum of whose angles is greater than tt, which is impossible.

Dénote by p and p* the two points of intersection of g with y. Lift y into the
hyperbolic disk, in such a way that p goes into the center of the disk, and y
corresponds to a centrally symmetric segment of the horizontal diameter of the
disk.

Consider the laterally symmetric quadrilatéral figure illustrated in Figure 3,
where segments are labelled by length. Figure 3 is drawn as though the top
géodésie does not intersect the two géodésie sides within the disk. It is, in fact,

Figure 1 Figure 2
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Figure 3

impossible for such intersections to occur. For suppose this happened. Now points
of the two géodésie sides having equal distance from the base are the same on S

itself, since 7, regarded as an isometry of the disk, identifies the two sides in this

manner. It follows that the segment of the top géodésie between the two sides,

oriented left to right, would correspond to a closed oriented curve in S, which
would, in an obvious way, be freely homotopic to 7 itself, with a left to right
orientation in the model of Figure 3. Note that the top segment has an intrinsic
description in S as the géodésie segment of a certain computable length perpen-
dicular to and centered at the point of g which is d0 units up from p, and oriented
left to right through g when g is traced out from p to p*. Now if we again
consider the configuration of Figure 3, with the différence that the center
corresponds to p* rather than p, and note that in this picture the top segment
must be oriented right to left in order to correspond to the top segment of the

original figure, we obtain a free homotopy between 7 and y~l, which is impossible.

Le., the top segment in Figure 3 does not intersect the sides.

Now by standard hyperbolic trigonometry ([7], p. 87), the condition for the

top segment not to meet the sides is (cosh do)(tanh Lyl2)>\. On the other hand,
the area of the cylinder of length 2d0 centered on 7 is 2Ly sinh dQ, since in Fermi
coordinates (x, y), the area élément is cosh y dxdy. Thus, since coshd0>
(tanh Lyll)'1, and sinh2 d0 cosh2 do — l, we find that

-2Lycsch^,Area (Cy)

which proves the theorem in case # 1.

We next deal with case #2. i.e., assume that the two segments of length d0
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emanating perpendicularly from y in opposite directions meet at their endpoints.
As before, the intersection must be smooth, for if not, we could by the previous
procédure find two broken geodesics, each of length less than d0, emanating from

y in opposite directions, and meeting at their endpoints. This is impossible, since

the endpoints must be two distinct points in a topological cylinder.
Now eut S along y, which gives a bordered surface whose boundary consists of

two closed geodesics yx and y2, both isometric to y. Let p and p* be the points on
Yx and y2, respectively, which correspond to the base points of the two segments
of length d0. We again consider the configuration of Figure 3, and assume that the

top segment intersects the two sides within the disk. By the previous procédure,
this would give rise to a free homotopy between y1 and y2, which is impossible,
since S is of genus greater than 1. Continuing the previous arguments, we
conclude that in this case as before,

Area (Cy) > 2Ly esch -1,

which proves the theorem.

Finally, in order to justify Remark # 1, we sélect numbers d0 and Ly such that

(cosh d0) tanh -y j 1,

and construct the géodésie quadrilatéral illustrated in Figure 4, in which the
vertex angles are zéro. Then the area of the rectangle R swept out by segments of
length 2d0 perpendicular to and centered on the central segment of length Ly is

2Ly esch Ly/2.
If, now, we increase d0 very slightly, the area of the corresponding R will

change very little, but the four géodésie sides will no longer meet. If we draw
perpendicular geodesics as illustrated in Figure 5, we obtain a géodésie octagon

Figure 4 Figure 5
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with central segment E. Take another copy of this figure, with corresponding sides

A[, A'2, B[, B'2, D[, D'2, D'3, D'4, and central segment E\ and attach the two
copies along (AUA[), (A2,A2), (BUB[), and (B2, B'2), while making DXUD'U
D2UD2, D3UD3, D4UDJ, and EUE' into closed geodesics. The resuit is a

4-holed sphère for which the cylinder based on the closed géodésie EUE' has

area as close to 4Ly esch Ly/2 as we wish. Since the last quantity tends to zéro as

Ly -» oo9 we can, by the process of attaching two such figures along the holes,
obtain a séquence of closed surfaces having the desired property.

We conclude with some comments on [3]. It is stated in [3] that Area (Cy)>
8/V5, regardless of the length of y. As the last example shows, this is not the case.

The reason for this is that the computations in [3] ignore terms which are
infinitésimal only when Ly is infinitésimal. Accordingly, the resuit in [3] should be

regarded as applying only to the case of infinitésimal Ly. Additionally, the
statement in [3] that even with this provision, the constant 8/v5 is best possible
requires emendation, since in the case of infinitésimal Ly, the resuit of the présent
paper becomes Area (Cy) >4> 8/V5.
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